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My big fish must be somewhere
Ernest Hemingway, ‘The Old Man and the Sea’

Cecil the lion is dead. If this tragedy has a silver lining, it is
that the world’s eyes are more open than ever before to the
threat that hunting poses to wildlife. For instance, shortly after
the killing of Cecil, some of the largest global airlines have
reacted by banning hunting trophy shipments. Until a century
ago, hunting was a noble recreational activity and a symbol
of human intellectual superiority over other animals
(Roosevelt & Grinnell, 1893). Now, the global commotion
surrounding Cecil’s death, and the stuffed animals left at the
doorstep of Walter Palmer’s dental practice, show us that
trophy hunting is no longer compatible with the ethical
principles of the 21st century (Travers, 2015). Despite the
proposed potential economic and indirect conservation ben-
efits associated by trophy hunting (Buckley & Mossaz, 2015;
Fischer et al., 2015), few of us want to have a lion’s head
hanging in the room, nor even to wear a fox fur shawl.

However, many of us still want to have (or already have)
a photo of ourselves, posted on social media, smiling while
holding a big fish. Today, trophy fishing is an activity with
strong cultural roots, legally supported and massively devel-
oped worldwide in a similar model to the hunting of
mammals and birds in the past. A large, landed fish is a
trophy, even if the species is threatened (Shiffman et al.,
2014). This search for big fish is one of the major motiva-
tions of recreational fishing, a pastime practiced by around
11.5% of the world’s population, who harvest billions of
fish annually (Cooke & Cowx, 2004). For instance, fishing
tournaments, in which anglers need to catch the largest fish
to win the prize, are a multibillion dollar global industry
(Hunt, Ethridge & Rogers, 2011). However, as opposed to
current trophy hunting practices, ‘trophy’ fishing is prac-
ticed not only for recreation. Commercial fishing – from
individual fishermen to the mechanized fisheries industry –
target large individuals because they yield more meat and
are more valued. Thus, although fundamentally different,
both recreational and commercial fishing commonly aim to
catch big fish and, hence, the oldest, most fecund and
healthiest individuals (Birkeland & Dayton, 2005). This
strong preference for large fish has undesirable conservation,
ecological and evolutionary consequences. Alarmingly,

historical size-selective overharvesting of fish species in mar-
ine and freshwater environments has lead to dramatic socio-
economic losses, local fish extinctions, downsizing of indi-
viduals, earlier reproduction and the loss of ecosystem ser-
vices associated with fish (Hutchings, 2000; McClenachan,
2009; Palkovacs, 2011; Costa-Pereira & Galetti, 2015).

Within less than a century, the world is reacting differ-
ently to the image of a large mammal killed by a hunter. In
contrast, even today fish are commonly seen only as food
resources rather than important components of wildlife and
ecosystems. A clear instance of this are the annual million
tons of global discards in commercial fisheries due to
by-catch (Alverson et al., 1994; Kelleher, 2005). Imagine if
there were piles of carcasses of jackals and cheetahs that had
been shot by mistake during a lion hunt! Will the image of
a large hooked fish ever cause the impact as the slaying of
Cecil? Maybe not, after all, large mammals are considered
more charismatic than most fish species (Morris, 1967).
However a change in the public attitude towards trophy
fishing certainly would help to improve management strate-
gies for fish populations, fish welfare regulations and, ulti-
mately, the fate of aquatic ecosystems. In this sense, the
contribution of conservation scientists is vital to better
understand the multiple consequences of trophy fishing –
particularly in the poorly studied inland waters (Allan
et al., 2005) – and to disseminate their results effectively to
a wide and nonspecialist audience. Finally, quoting Ernest
Hemingway in his famous book The Old Man and the Sea,
‘I shouldn’t have gone out so far, fish,’ he said. ‘Neither for
you nor for me. I’m sorry, fish’.
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